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This is the 3rd OWS press conference, held on June 2, 2020. The 1 min video clip
above is the most pertinent info from that episode of the “War-on-Virus”
Productions.

In this episode, General Talley of the DOD and the rest of the fake warriors
fighting fake virus for very real mucho dinero continue their valiant, “certainly
whole of government effort”. Talley repeats “whole of government” approximately
a dozen times during one presser, as he does at every other OWS press conference
as well. I asked Katherine Watt to opine on this curious verbal tic, and this is her
response:

It has to do with preemption of state authority and state court jurisdiction.

The main SCOTUS case I'm aware of is 2005 Grable v. Darue. It uses different
language, having to do with federal jurisdictional issues, and the courts' role in
determining when an issue implicates "substantial" enough federal matters that
state law is superseded.

HHS secretary Azar started incorporating it into PREP Act declarations from
the fourth amended version, signed Dec. 3, 2020, retroactive to Feb. 4, 2020.

Cited again in the Becerra PHE determination May 11 2023.

Cited also in HHS OGC Advisory Opinion of Jan. 8, 2021, and Texas v. Pfizer
Notice of Removal Dec. 28, 2023.

"Whole of government" phrase itself seems to come from the 2010 National
Security Strategy document by Obama, cited in 2012-2016 FDA MCMi Strategic
Plan and then a whole bunch of other plans and reports.

Also see this recent post by colleagues at  discussing the global
implications of the DOD’s claim on “whole-of-government.

I am continuing to review the DOD-lead Operation Warp Speed press conferences.
It is a mind-numbingly-stupid-evil clown show. My brain hurts and I need a
reprieve. So, I made this mixed tape for you all, enjoy:

Buy me a ko-fi

Full auto transcript of the June 2, 2020 OWS press conference:

Speaker 1 (00:00:00):

For calling into today's update from the Army Medical Research and
Development Command on efforts to protect, detect and treat COVID-19 and
progress with vaccines and therapeutic development. My name's Lori Salvato.
I'm the Public Affairs Officer for the Army Medical Research and Development
Command on I moderate today's session. The following senior leaders are on
today's panel, Brigadier General Mike Talley, commanding General of the Army
Medical Research and Development Command. In Fort Dietrich, we have
Colonel Wendy Salmons Jackson, the director of the Military Infectious Disease
Research Program. Colonel Dearin Cox, commander of the Army Medical
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases or usam, Dr. John Dye, chief of Viral
Immunology at Usam. Dr. Nelson Michael, director of the Center for Infectious
Disease Research. Walter Reed Army Institute of Research or Rare. And Dr.
Kon, major Madrid, director of Emerging Infectious Disease Rare. Today's
discussion is on the record after general Calley's opening remarks. I will call on
you by outlet. Please state your name before asking your question. Please limit
yourself to one question until we've gotten around the line and then we'll come
back and feel questions until we're out of time. We have about one hour today.
Remember to mute your phone when not speaking And with that I'll turn it over
to you, general Telley.

Speaker 2 (00:01:24):

Okay. Hey, thank you Ms. Salvador. I appreciate it and thanks to all of the media
outlets represented today. Good afternoon and thank you for being part of
today's media round table. We're joining you remotely from United States Army
Medical Research and Development Command in Fort Dietrich, Maryland. So in
the two months since we last briefed you, our team has continued to work in
support of the whole of government response to COVID-19. Our researchers
and scientists are using all of our assets to develop countermeasures to prevent,
detect and treat the virus. The US Army Medical Research Institute of
Infectious Diseases for Usam R as we call it, is the only laboratory in the DOD
equipped to safely study highly hazardous infectious agents requiring maximum
containment at our biosafety level four level. Now, for example, srid scientists
assess the effectiveness of a new smallpox vaccine. Their testing played a pivotal
role in last year's FDA decision to approve the vaccine.

Speaker 2 (00:02:37):

In addition, these scientists were key players in REM DVIR testing for the
treatment of Ebola a few years ago. Since this pandemic began, we've heard the
saying follow the science echoed over and over again and our staff at the Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research for Rare have been following the science for
really 127 years. They've investigated some of the most pressing threats to the
health and readiness of the military, especially in the realm of infectious
diseases. Their efforts have led to significant advancements in science and the
development of medical countermeasures to protect and treat against infectious
diseases. Today as we move at top speed in the fight against COVID-19, the
work being done by our scientists at both laboratories are yielding promising
results. At Cassandra, they've been safely replicating the virus to support
countermeasure development. Meanwhile, the team at Rare has designed a
unique COVID-19 vaccine candidate.

Speaker 2 (00:03:49):

In addition to this, many of our other subordinate commands are using their
unique assets to support the whole of government response in the virus or to
this virus. For example, our lab in Natick, Massachusetts, this is the lab that
focuses on environmental medicine and it's evaluating the use of wearable
technologies to detect key early symptoms of COVID-19. In Fort Rucker,
Alabama, our aero medical lab is expediting the testing and approvals needed to
obtain airworthiness certification to transport COVID-19 patients who require
isolation onboard US Army rotary wing aircraft, and the US Army Medical
Material Development Activity right here at Dietrich has established a working
group to support DOD additive manufacturers to produce tests and obtain the
necessary FDA regulatory approvals for PPE and other medical devices. These
are just a few of the many ways we are working to support force health
protection and other things against COVID-19.

Speaker 2 (00:05:04):

MRDC has teams of incredibly competent, intelligent, and dedicated men and
women supporting this effort. And I'd like to introduce those who will be
answering your questions today. Colonel Wendy Sams Jackson is the director of
MRCs Military Infectious Disease Research Program. She's also the chair of the
joint program Committee coordinating infectious disease research across DOD
For the last two years, Colonel Salmons Jackson has managed this portfolio
which has achieved significant accomplishments with mers, Zika and Ebola and
it's kind of bittersweet because Wendy is fast approaching her last day in
uniform. She's going to be retiring this month after 26 years of service. So I want
to thank her publicly for her great service to MRDC, the Army and the nation
Colonel Darren Cox is the commander of the US Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases and he's been instrumental in leading the
institute's researchers and scientists as they help defend our nation against
COVID-19.

Speaker 2 (00:06:20):

His team has been working with antibody tests, convalescent, plasma, and
they'll also be testing vaccine candidates developed by outside laboratories. Dr.
John died is the chief of viral immunology at the US Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases. He spent much of his career leading the
research and development of medical countermeasures against Filoviruses and
other viral biological threat agents. Dr. Nelson Michael is the director of Rare
Center for Infectious Disease Research and Dr. Michael brings more than 37
years of research experience to the table, including direct involvement with
vaccine development for HIV, Zika, Ebola and mers. You may have seen Dr.
Michael on other national media broadcasts and when you look at the likes of
Dr. Anthony Fauci, ambassador Burkes, Dr. Michael effectively is a protege of
those two top scientists that grew up in the MRDC organization. Dr. Kon Maja
is the director of Rares emerging Infectious Diseases branch and he is leading
the efforts for COVID-19 vaccine development for MRDC. Dr. Maja previously
worked at the forefront of our efforts against Mers and Zika. He is the scientist
behind a patented adjuvant that's designed for the same family of diseases. His
expertise is always important to these conversations, so we're all very proud to
be part of this effort and we look forward to your questions. So I'll open it up
now.

Speaker 3 (00:08:09):

Wall

Speaker 2 (00:08:10):

Street Journal, your first

Speaker 3 (00:08:14):

Thank you for Gordon Wall Street Journal. Has there been any progress in the
last month or so that would suggest to you you're going to have a vaccine by the
end of the year and what progress has been made?

Speaker 2 (00:08:28):

I really appreciate the question and very optimistic and rather than me talk
about what's going on, certainly at the ground level, I'm going to turn it over
first to Dr. Nelson Michael and Ben Chavon Maja who are leading certainly our
efforts in Mr DC, but I think you're going to find as they convey what we're
doing, it is all part of that whole of government effort. So Dr. Michael, I'm going
to let you take that and talk about the specifics that are going on at rear over.

Speaker 4 (00:09:05):

Very good, thank you. General? Yes, this is Nelson Michael from the Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research. Let me first say that the teams that the general
just mentioned are fully engaged in the new governmental structure called
Operation warp speed, which really covers the waterfront from therapeutics to
diagnostics to vaccines for our specific work in vaccines. We are very heavily
engaged to ensure that across all the agencies that the Army and the Defense
department's capabilities and competencies in vaccine development can be
brought to bear. What do I mean by that? We don't necessarily test only those
vaccines that are invented in our intramural program. We have the ability to do
preclinical and phase one through phase three studies, and I've done this
consistently for almost 127 years. So the first few vaccines that are being queued
up for operation warp speed, which would include the vaccines made by the
company's Moderna and AstraZeneca and Sano Fe and part of Johnson and
Johnson, we are heavily engaged in discussions for how at every level of testing
that we could be involved in those efforts. So I think that's important because I
really want Dr. Maja then to pick up the thread on the particular vaccine that his
group has developed and why we think even though it will not be one of those
first four vaccines that initially go into large scale testing, we believe that in the
long fight against Coronaviruses in general, not just this particular one, I think
we may be onto something very good. Let me stop there.

Speaker 5 (00:10:55):

I'll take it from there then. This is Dr. Cavan, Jared from Rare as well, and I'll
just state that in addition to what Dr. Michael said our particular vaccine takes
as he intimated a long-term approach towards potential new strains of COVID-
19 and other coronaviruses in the future. There's no evidence currently that
there are new strains. We actually have done a lot of work that you'll hear about
in the near future on showing that all the viruses currently circulating in the
world can be covered by a single vaccine, but in the event that the virus mutates,
our vaccine is positioned to be able to cover any new strains or species of the
virus. Since we last spoke with the Press Corps, actually over the past few
months, several times now, we have been vaccinating hundreds and hundreds of
mice with different versions of our vaccine and we will be making a decision as
to which one is the best one that we will be taking forward for manufacturing
next week and then ultimately to a first in human clinical trial in the late
summer, as Dr. Michael mentioned.

Speaker 5 (00:12:27):

Then depending on the human data that we obtain, that will then inform the
advancement of our vaccine candidate towards much larger trials towards the
end of the year in the context of operation warp speed. And the other thing that
I'll add is about our competencies and capabilities that advance other vaccine
candidates. You don't need to look very far from the current news cycle of what
just was announced yesterday that there's another Ebola outbreak in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. The vaccine that's being deployed for that new
outbreak was developed by many different partners, but that vaccine for Ebola
was first tested and selected those selected by the Wall Street Army to the
research in collaboration with industry partners. So we have that parallel model
of inventing and advancing our own products with our own scientists, but then
at the same time collaborating with outside partners to advance and accelerate
their vaccines as well.

Speaker 6 (00:13:43):

I

Speaker 2 (00:13:45):

Gave the question and certainly those vaccine development efforts go across all
of MRDC, which includes the laboratories at rid. We'll continue on with the
questions so we can get through as many as we can. Go ahead, Lori, army Times.

Speaker 6 (00:14:02):

Go ahead. Did you say Army Times? Yeah, army Times. Go ahead. Army Times.
I was wondering with those four civilian companies that you mentioned and the
vaccines they're developing, can you go into greater detail about what you're
doing to help them through trials?

Speaker 2 (00:14:28):

Absolutely, and I'm going to let Nelson pick that up as he mentioned that we are
part of the whole of government's operation warp speed efforts. Nelson is also
serving as a member of the White House Task Force. So certainly speaking from
that perspective, I'm going to let him go ahead and talk about those things.

Speaker 4 (00:14:50):

Thank you General so we can get more granular. I think the wonderful thing
about the formation of Operation Warp speed is that we are told quite clearly
that you leave our uniforms, which means you're affiliations and hopefully your
ego is at the door when we sit down at the table together. So this is truly an all-
in effort. This is something that affects the entire United States as well as the
world. I mean, I asked my 89-year-old mother when the last time that every state
in the United States was under a state of emergency and she said World War ii, I
mean she lived through. So this is all of us. So what specifically are we doing
with Moderna? Moderna is very, very likely to be the first major vaccine to be
tested in a large scale phase three, almost certainly it looks like this and this
stuff changes by the day, but almost certainly it looks like this vaccine is going
to be largely, if not exclusively tested within the United States.

Speaker 4 (00:15:57):

Now how's that going to happen? There are very large existing armies, if you
will, of vaccine testing that are available to do this kind of testing. They're
largely funded by the National Institutes of Allergy Infectious Diseases, that's
Dr. Fauci Institute at the NIH. And they have formed clinical trial networks. The
Army is part of them, and the bulk of those clinical trial efforts have been
oriented toward the testing of vaccines for HIV. Why we have been involved in
those studies for almost 30 years. So I say this because imagine this is like the
beginning of the second World War. You have a small standing army, but you do
have outstanding army. You can build bigger forces around them. So the HIV
Vaccines Trial Network, the HIV Prevention Trial Network and another much
smaller network that tests basically other infectious diseases, have now been all
married together to form something called the Covid Prevention Network.

Speaker 4 (00:16:56):

This is largely a collection of academic scientists, but again, the military is
involved in and always has been in sites that we have, especially overseas. So we
can bring our clinical trial expertise, our statistical expertise, understanding
community engagement, I mean the entire life cycle of how one has to do
vaccine development, these can all be brought to bear. I think again, that's
important because operation Warp speed isn't starting from scratch. It can turn
to these existing competencies and capabilities and then repurpose them for a
single purpose, which is to test vaccines and also monoclonal antibodies and
eventually drugs for the response against C CVID 19. So the second study that's
coming up not that far behind is some people have called it the Oxford vaccine.
It's a vaccine that's based on chimp adenovirus, Oxford one, and that vaccine
has been used before for related coronavirus only in phase one testing, and that
has already begun to go into clinical studies in the United Kingdom and it's
looking like that the United States will add a significant number of clinical sites
to that.

Speaker 4 (00:18:11):

And when you get further out to talking about janssen's, adenovirus type 26,
that's actually a vaccine many of us have already had some experience with. It's
in large scale testing for HIV. So that platform purpose for HIV, you can
basically slot out a portion of that vaccine and put in something for COVID-19.
And that's being done that has, my guess is that vaccine is going to be tested
more internationally because they have a bit more time and their networks are
more oriented in that direction and so forth. So I think that's a long-winded
answer. So I want to stop, but I think it gives you the idea of how we can help.
We don't necessarily have to help with the provision of brand new trial sites that
the DOD will bring to bear, although those are being spun up. But we can also
help immediately because we have sites available, we have expertise that runs
the gamut from free clinical work that's being done at usam to the clinical trials
that can be done through rare with other networks. So we are becoming part of a
larger conversation in a larger collection of efforts to test these vaccines over.

Speaker 1 (00:19:25):

Hey, thank you. How about Defense one?

Speaker 7 (00:19:30):

Hi, thanks for doing this. So a quick question. You've mentioned a vaccine
possibly available by the end of the year, and I'm trying to understand, based on
other vaccine candidates that have already been touted, I know that one was in
human tests as early as in February. When you say available by the end of the
year, are you talking about available to first responders by the end of the year?
Are you talking about if not, when would it actually be available to not just
people in the clinical trials but first responders and beyond that, when would it
be available to the broader public in your estimation? And I have a second
question about the testing capability.

Speaker 8 (00:20:14):

Go ahead Nelson, please continue.

Speaker 4 (00:20:17):

Alright, so now you're asking a far more complex question, and I think that it's
important to recognize that at the end of the day, the lead federal agency that is
responsible for actually doing what we would call a vaccine campaign. In other
words, now we're past the time when we tested the vaccines or vaccines. We
have one or more that look like that they are safe, effective, and we can make
them accessible to the American people. Then the question of who gets that
vaccine is a complex one. Number one, some of these vaccines are probably
going to work better in certain populations than in others.

Speaker 4 (00:20:55):

For example, some of the vaccines that are being put into clinical testing are
ones that probably aren't going to be as safe and people that are very young, very
old or have other diseases of the immune system. I mean, for example, someone
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old or have other diseases of the immune system. I mean, for example, someone
who might have lupus or someone who might have HIV infection. So decisions
about how these vaccines get used is really a complex question that involves
safety. This is where the US FDA will have a very strong hand in deciding who
gets those vaccines. And then of course the CDC is responsible at the end of the
day for the deployment of vaccine. I remember as a child getting the oral polio
vaccine on the sugar cube when I was in I think third grade, and that that
campaign is being was and would be again, would be overseen by the Centers
for Disease Control because they make federal policy for how vaccines are
implemented.

Speaker 4 (00:21:51):

And I think the critical points that we need to keep as guideposts are we are
moving quickly and the American people need to understand that the vaccine
has to really hit three different guideposts. One, it has to be safe first and
foremost. Two, it has to be shown to be effective and three that need to be
acceptable. I would say that from a bioethical standpoint, if these studies will be
done against a placebo, I think in general in clinical trials, the people that were
involved in the placebo arm usually are offered to get vaccine earlier than
others. But at the end of the day's, a complex question about who gets the
vaccine and it's going to be based on who needs it the most in terms of safety
and in terms of what risk they face.

Speaker 7 (00:22:45):

You mentioned the testing. So basically same question about the testing, mark.
General Mille has said that the Army was working on a self test to be distributed
to troops. So the testing capability that you mentioned, when do you think that
will be available to say either first responders or frontline US troops, and when
do you think that capability will be available to the broader public?

Speaker 2 (00:23:14):

Yeah, so I can take that one and certainly when you look at the testing that's in
place now using the different platforms that are available, we're using a number
of types of systems right now, certainly in the military. So the availability to first
responders, it is ongoing certainly as we speak. Our team at MRDC, along with
the whole of government is certainly taking measures and efforts to perfect the
testing, if you will. It's not a hundred percent effective. You've heard reports
about false reads potentially. And our teams are actually heavily engaged with
the best types of tests, confirmatory testing tests that will detect antibodies
right away to confirm or deny if you have the test. And then certainly those tests
that'll determine whether or not you've had the disease and if whether or not the
antibodies themselves are being produced in the body and there's a long-term
effect. So certainly that's ongoing and the availability is ongoing right now
throughout the country for first responders and then certainly in the military as
we go forward. I'll stop there, but certainly our team at R heavily engaged in that
and I would invite, certainly follow-ups from the other reporters with some of
the things we're doing with our infected military population over.

Speaker 2 (00:25:06):

Great question

Speaker 9 (00:25:07):

Synopsis. Thank you. Hi. So you're talking a lot about vaccines. What work
might you be doing on therapeutics for treating Covid until we get a vaccine?

Speaker 2 (00:25:23):

Hey, thanks Ellen. And I was hoping you'd ask that and I want to turn it to
Colonel Cox and John Dye over at RA lot going on a lot of exciting work and
they're moving with alacrity to develop some of those countermeasures. So
Colonel Cox and John Dye, I'm going to flip it over to you and I think that's a
great question from Ellen.

Speaker 10 (00:25:49):

Thank you General. This is John Dye. And so we have multiple lines of effort
moving in parallel for the development of medical countermeasures in the
therapeutic realm. So something that you could give to someone who is either
suspected to be infected or potentially already infected. And there are different
buckets when it comes to that. You have to think about different types of
therapeutics when a person is showing signs of disease but not in the hospital
yet and those when you move into the hospital and potentially on a ventilator. So
the major lines that we've been focusing on are we've been supporting efforts.
MRDC has been supporting efforts on convalescent plasma studies in multiple
sites across the United States. What we've been looking at is we've been trying
to assess the convalescent plasma itself for its ability to stop or halt the viral
growth if we take that convalescent plasma and put it into a dish and put virus
in that dish.

Speaker 10 (00:26:46):

So the idea would be that we can actually determine from donors whether their
convalescent plasma would have a really good effect if we were to take that
convalescent plasma and put it into a infected person. So that's one line that
we've been moving forward on. A second line is moving forward with high
throughput screening of existing drugs or novel small molecules. So we have the
ability here at usam through high throughput screening to screen tens of
thousands of drugs or small molecules on a weekly basis. So we are constantly
looking for novel and repurposed drugs that are currently available. These would
include things like hydroxychloroquine, rem, desi, this was actually the way
REM DESI severe was discovered and utilized for Ebola virus infection. The last
line of effort that I would focus on is the development of monoclonal antibodies.
So USAM and MRDC and rare are in collaboration with multiple companies
across the United States and across the world for the development of novel
monoclonal antibodies, whether that would be a human monoclonal from a
human convalescent survivor or an artificially generated monoclonal. And those
monoclonal antibodies can be given in cocktails of two or three monoclonals
that act in different ways and that would also halt the spread of virus. So these
are the three lines that Usam has been focusing on. And we've been not only
using our in the dish approach with virus, but also we've been developing
animal models to allow the testing of the product in animals as we move
forward. Those emergency use therapeutics in humans into phase one and phase
two clinical trials.

Speaker 1 (00:28:37):

Okay, thank you. Army Magazine,

Speaker 11 (00:28:44):

If they're not on, this is Tara from McClatchy. I would love to ask a question.

Speaker 12 (00:28:49):

Okay, go ahead Tara. I'm sorry. Sorry I was on mute. I'm sorry, I forgot to take it
off mute. I have a quick question. This is Gina from Army Magazine.

Speaker 1 (00:28:56):

Go ahead. We'll get to you next Tara. Go ahead Dina.

Speaker 12 (00:28:59):

Okay. How many Army labs are there? How many of those labs are working on
this vaccine and what is their level of effort around the clock and shift? Could
you describe the level of activity at the Army lab?

Speaker 2 (00:29:22):

Thank you. I certainly can. So as it pertains to vaccine specifically, the two labs
represented the day are doing the bulk of the work. Yes, army Medical Institute
of Infectious Diseases and certainly our Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research. It is 24 7 and there are various aspects of the lab work. We mentioned
some of the animal research that's ongoing, the different types of vaccine
development at rare, certainly using the patented adjuvant that Kon Magrid is
working on. So the work is continuous. The other effort is certainly our
advanced development efforts with convalescent plasma, not vaccine related
necessarily, and the therapeutics. And that involves our US Army medical
material development activity and then certainly the supporting agencies that
conduct the contracting, the programmatics, they're hard at work as well.
Probably not the same 24 hour cycle, but certainly the efforts here with
Usamriid and rare, we talk about warp speed and making that our number one
priority. That's been ongoing for quite a few weeks now. Thanks for the
question.

Speaker 12 (00:30:56):

How long does it normally take to develop a vaccine like this?

Speaker 2 (00:31:01):

That's an even better question, and we get asked that one often. I'm going to
turn that back over to our team at Rare, and I appreciate the question because
it's going to show the comparison of what I'll say normal is perhaps what the
fastest effort that we've done to date is. And then when you talk about the goals
of warp speed, it truly is. So I'm going to turn that over to Team Rare and either
Kayvon or Nelson, if you could answer this one. That's a great question and
we're pretty seasoned at answering this one. Go ahead.

Speaker 4 (00:31:46):

Okay, I'll give the 35,000 answer then let Kayvon come in on the treetops. But so
let me start by saying that I've been trying to make an effective vaccine against
HIV for 30 years and we've had some success in getting some glimmers of hope,
but we are still putting significant amounts of efforts against that disease. That
is an incredibly difficult problem. Historically, those timelines have gone 60, 70
years in some cases, but I think that you might hear those numbers quoted
sometimes we're getting better and better and better at making vaccines quickly
for lots of reasons. Some of it's technology, some of it's the ability to mobilize
communities and to bring to bear these scientific advances working better with
public private partnerships. In other words, it isn't just all the government or all
pharmaceutical companies. It's a mixture of both. So there are lots of reasons
why we're getting faster, but typically getting from concept into a phase one
study is usually two to four years. And then getting to the time in which you're
beginning to look at phase three studies can be up to 10 years, even the modern
era. But Kayvon I think has got some important anecdotes from Ebola and from
Zika in our own experience within the MRDC family that I think are relevant to
this situation. Kayvon,

Speaker 5 (00:33:16):

Thank you. So one of the slides that I typically present when I'm talking about
vaccine development is one in which I show timelines from the time that a new
virus or new pathogen is discovered until a vaccine is developed over the past a
hundred, 150 years. And that timeline hasn't changed all that much. But what
has changed is when there is a concerted and intentional effort to develop a
vaccine, when that vaccine program begins to when we get the vaccine, that
timeline has compressed considerably from years to decades to years and now
potentially to months. The examples that Dr. Michael just alluded to with regard
to Zika, our group at rare others of the NIH and industry went from the initial
sequences of the new strain of Zika that was circulating in the Western
hemisphere to a vaccine in humans in clinical trials in about eight to nine
months.

Speaker 5 (00:34:34):

For Ebola, going from the first inhuman clinical trials to getting the vaccine
license was about five years. So that was before Zika. It can go even faster. And
there really are two things that limit how fast something can go. And I've said
this before and I'm sure my colleagues are tired of this phrase that I say, but
they're laws of man, laws of humans and laws of nature, laws of man. We can
compress quite a bit, but the laws of nature we don't have as much control over.
And what I mean by that is sometimes the science dictates how fast we can go.
In the case of HIV, it's been very much that way. As much political will and
funding there has been towards developing an HIV vaccine has been a very
difficult enterprise to get one that's effective.

Speaker 5 (00:35:34):

But most viruses aren't like HIV, they don't mutate like HIV and so we can
actually develop the science is not so much of a hindrance. So what you're
seeing now in terms of us being able to compress the timelines is overcoming
some of the fire issues that we've had with other vaccine development with
funding and coordination and making sure everything is streamlined. So the
only thing that stands in our way is the science, and we're learning about the
science of this new virus faster than we have about any other virus before. So
going to a vaccine in a matter of months from concept all the way to phase three
clinical trials and potentially licensure is unprecedented. But in this case I think
very much is possible over.

Speaker 1 (00:36:35):

Okay. Thank you. Go ahead, Tara from McCloskey.

Speaker 11 (00:36:39):

Thanks to all for doing this. So just to follow on to those last remarks, given the
speed that all of this is moving forward and based on where the tests are now
choosing the mice, would you say access to a reliable vaccine is more likely in
2021 or by the end of calendar 2020?

Speaker 2 (00:37:03):

Hey Wendy, I'm going to let you take that one because certainly as we continue
to work with whole of government and within DOD, we have projections
absolutely. But I think it is important to weave in some of the aspects that have
been named already with respect to risk and certainly K Vons analogy with man
human in nature competing with all of those things. So Wendy, I'm going to let
you give perspective on that one please.

Speaker 13 (00:37:36):

Okay, thank you sir. Appreciate it. Colonel Wendy Sims Jackson. So Dr. Michael
has already alluded to the complexity behind the term access and what do we
really mean by that? That can mean a number of things. And so I think what we
can at least competently say is that we have goals in place from a whole of
government approach to make a vaccine available and we can talk a little bit
more about what available means in some scale by the end of the year and
certainly increasing the scale of that which would increase the availability by
the first of the year. And so while those goals are in place, I think that we are
confident that there can be progress towards those goals. And exactly taking
into account exactly what that means in terms of availability, as Dr. Michael has
already mentioned, that has to be under consideration in coordination with the
CDC from a policy perspective, from the FDA, from safety perspective.

Speaker 13 (00:38:54):

And certainly that would be the goal. I think it is reasonable to expect that there
will be some form of a vaccine that could be available at some level to a certain
population by the end of the year, the first of the year. And that is based on the
goals that are presented from the efforts that we're engaged in operation warp
speed being one of them. And certainly that would be the intent to do that. And
I know it's kind of a convoluted answer, but it's a very complicated question to
answer because there's so many factors that come into play. But I can just tell
you from that, that is a goal. That's the target that we're shooting for. And of
course, back to Dr. Maja comments, science is kind of controlling this at this
point. And so as long as we're able to continue to progress and learn and
understand and adapt, I think we have all of the resources available pointed in
the same direction that can make that possible.

Speaker 11 (00:40:08):

Thank you so much.

Speaker 2 (00:40:08):

Thank you, Carlos faus Jackson. And just want to reiterate with those goals,
everyone who is part of this effort, within the whole of government warp speed
and the various efforts, safety will not be compromised. So certainly getting the
most efficacious vaccine candidate to the front of the line or across the line,
incredibly important. But what we don't want to do is jeopardize safety for the
sake of speed. Everyone's committed to that. Thanks.

Speaker 13 (00:40:44):

Okay, go ahead, Bloomberg.

Speaker 11 (00:40:45):

Oh wait, I had one follow up if that's all right. Okay. So just more science based,
not timeline based, but based on what you have learned so far, where are the
blind spots? What do we not know about this virus at this point that might
concern you? And given that there may still be unknowns at this point, do you
recommend antibody tests?

Speaker 2 (00:41:09):

John Dye, please take that one on and then if we need to further expand, we can
go from there. But that's a great question. Go ahead.

Speaker 10 (00:41:22):

Yes, sir. We were sitting here with the phone muted, saying that is a fantastic
question. So let's take the first part first, the what do we or do we not know
about this virus? And I can also have our friends at rare comment as well. At
this point in time, we are still in the learning phases of this virus. Every time we
think we have it cornered and we know exactly what the clinical signs of disease
are, how it replicates, how it moves through populations, it does something
different. And we learn something new. And that's what viruses do. They're able
to modify and adapt and change and we have to modify and adapt and change
with those viruses. So we're still in a learning phase in every aspect of this,
whether it's the development of treatments, the development of vaccines, and
it's going to be a constant learn.

Speaker 10 (00:42:18):

So scientists around the world, including at Army and other armed forces
laboratories are doing their best to keep up regarding the antibody test. There
are multiple antibody tests that are currently available out there right now.
There are multiple tests that have been validated, and I would say that moving
forward there will continue to be advances that are made in those antibody tests.
The big question is we don't really know what those antibody levels mean. We
cannot relate back those antibody levels to some level of protection. Everybody
wants to know if I have an antibody titer or an antibody level of X, if I come into
contact with a virus, will I be infected? And right now we don't have those
answers. So I think epidemiology and looking at serology over large cohorts of
people both in the United States and worldwide, will start to understand what
those antibody levels mean. And when we get a vaccine on board, we can look at
the antibody levels that are generated in those vaccines. But right now we are
still in a learning phase and that's probably not a great answer, but that's where
we are.

Speaker 1 (00:43:33):

Okay, go ahead, Bloomberg. Alright, how about CNN?

Speaker 14 (00:43:43):

Hi there, this is Michael from CNNI was hoping, I think it was Dr. Maja that
mentioned that the candidate that they're working on is sort of hoping to have
some sort of lasting protection against coronaviruses. And I'm curious maybe to
get into the weed a little bit about what specifically about that vaccine candidate
is hoping to confer that lasting protection. I believe the target is the spike
protein versus some of the other vaccine candidates and platforms that are
being used.

Speaker 5 (00:44:19):

Yeah, thanks for that question, Yvonne. Go right ahead. Okay, thanks. Thanks
for that question. A great question. So let me just, you convolute that a little bit
that

Speaker 5 (00:44:35):

What is unique about our candidate is not necessarily the durability. So
durability is how long does the immunity last from the time that you're
vaccinated? And that gets a little bit about the question that Dr. Dai was
addressing. We don't even know how long the durability is from just getting
naturally infected with our vaccine candidate. There's not necessarily an
expectation that it will provide longer term immunity. What is unique about it is
that it's a platform, it's a base that can be used for targeting multiple strains and
multiple species of a coronavirus in one vaccine. So most of the vaccines out
there, you have to keep changing the insert. So most of what you see out there in
the landscape, whether it be the top four that operation warp speed prioritizing,
or the second tier candidates, they're all have some insert and insert, almost all
of them is spike. The difference is the vehicle in which they're delivering that
spike.

Speaker 5 (00:45:55):

And for those you have to keep changing it in and out. For ours right now, our
particle is just presenting the spike protein, but it's presenting it multiple times
about 24 times around the particle. It's like a soccer ball in terms of its imagery.
It's got all these different faces and on each face is a spike protein that's
pointing out what we can do if there is new strains of the virus that emerge. Or
if we want to try and cover all coronaviruses in one particle, we can mix and
match the spike proteins from the different coronaviruses and put them on the
same particle so that you have one vaccine that is universally effective against all
coronaviruses.

Speaker 1 (00:46:52):

Okay, go breaking defense.

Speaker 15 (00:47:08):

Lost

Speaker 1 (00:47:08):

A couple Hertz Television.

Speaker 16 (00:47:12):

Hi there. Mark Albert here. Thanks very much for doing this call. If we could
just stay on that, that's sort of universal or global vaccine candidate that you
were just mentioning. Two questions. Well, one question and a comment. As
you look to begin the first human trials on that late summer, just an observation,
would love for you folks to consider the visuals on that and how we can visually
tell that story. So as you decide how you're going to ramp that up, if there were
some sort of pool option for still images video that would really help us to tell
that story. And then I'm curious on that development, what does that human
trial this in late summer or so look like? Is that using, as you sort of refer to that
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trial this in late summer or so look like? Is that using, as you sort of refer to that
standing army of vaccine testers that NIH has? Or are you going to be
assembling a new sort of army for that?

Speaker 2 (00:48:12):

Yeah, so a lot of efforts going on, certainly as we begin planning for first in
human trials and certainly some are beginning now. And essentially when you're
looking at the different types of trials, so phase one, certainly representing a
smaller population and when you jump all the way phase two, which potentially
could be a thousand, and then up to as many as 30,000 for a phase three,
certainly the planning efforts that are going into that are going to take certainly
a whole of government approach and the solicitation for volunteers. Colonel
Salmons Jackson, if you can comment a little bit more about what that'll look
like as we go forward, I think that'll be helpful.

Speaker 13 (00:49:10):

Could you just elaborate a little bit more on the second part of your question?

Speaker 16 (00:49:16):

Sure. I was just curious if you could provide more detail on what steps will be
taken here late summer. You mentioned the first human trials and I am just
curious, are you going to have to assemble a new army of these vaccine testers,
the humans that are going to be taking this or are you using that existing army
of folks that you were talking about earlier, the clinical trial networks? I'm just
kind of curious in more specifics on what you're standing up. This human trial
this late summer will look like. Please.

Speaker 13 (00:49:46):

Oh, okay. Great. Thank you. I appreciate that clarification. So I can just tee it
up, but that's really a question I think Dr. Michael can answer, but certainly he's
already mentioned the network that we have in place that can be leveraged and
certainly that would be part of the strategy for executing the trials. And
certainly the capacity depends on the stage of capacity requirements, depends
on the stage at which we are testing. So you're answering different questions at
different phases of the development of the vaccine. And so certainly the earlier
stage is going to be a limited capacity requirement for testing initial safety and
then expanding upon that. It's more of a sequential process in terms of ramping
up for that. But we do have existing platforms in place that will be leveraged.
We're also exploring, and this is where Nelson can certainly give you a lot more
detail on this, exploring opportunities where we can send potentially trained
personnel to sites to facilitate execution of those trials as well. And then I'll
hand it off to Nelson to expand on that.

Speaker 4 (00:51:09):

Alright, thanks Wendy. Yeah, no, I think you said that very, very well. The
Moderna trial, which is first out of the gate, is definitely going to be handled by
this new entity called the Covid Prevention Network or C-O-V-P-N. That's
important because we're talking about a trial of probably 30,000 people. If you're
enrolling 250 to 500 people per site, you can do the math. This is a large
exercise. We famously did the only vaccine trial for HIV that showed a glimmer
of efficacy in Thailand. That was a heavy lift. It was 16,000 people and we had
years to get ready to do it. So I think you can see the enormity of the logistical
efforts before us. But the good news is that there are a few organizations in the
world that logistics doesn't make nervous, and one of them is the United States
Army. So I think the good news here is that yes, the existing field armies that
now are called the Covid Prevention Network are going to be marshaled to jump
on the Moderna and probably the ChatOps.

Speaker 4 (00:52:15):

But then as these trials begin to execute as the summer rolls on and we're
getting into the third study that will likely start in September with Janssen, I
think the critical point is that all of these networks right now, all of these
organizations to include ours are very busy going from let's say a clinical trial
site that might exist in Washington DC and seeing how we can leverage and
develop new capacities in Prince George's County if you want to keep it local
here in the United States and in the Washington DC area. So at the same time,
we are staring at real time analytics, literally looking at zip code and level data
about new cases of where covid is popping up. Because what you don't want to
do is put all your troops where there is no virus to fight. So if you're going to do
these efficacy studies, it is important to be able to capture new infections or
otherwise you're going to be testing the vaccine in thousands and thousands of
people and not getting any signal.

Speaker 4 (00:53:18):

So we need to figure out where really to put these new resources and we're
meeting literally every day, and I include Saturday and Sunday, there's no such
thing as a weekend anymore. In these efforts, we are looking at how we can
leverage the existing resources we have in some cases do the not so heavy lift of
saying, well, the Walter Reader Army Institute of Research or rid, which have
clinical trial capabilities can reach out within 30 to 50 miles and develop some
new ones with academic groups that are good but maybe haven't been doing this
sort of thing before we can get them trained up. And those sorts of discussions
are very active. The networks are doing exactly the same thing. We're talking
within the entire defense agency structure, so the service departments as well as
DOD for how this could look as we use our military treatment facilities, Reed
hospitals and clinics across the United States and elsewhere.

Speaker 4 (00:54:12):

So you can think of the method, we are beginning to operationalize it to the
point where some elements of the army are coming through our clinical trial
center at Walter Re Army Institute of Research on Wednesday. And we're going
to walk them through what it takes to do the actual mechanics of vaccination in
a phase three trial, what's required for follow-up because we're also interested in
developing mobile clinics. This has been done before. This is not a novel
concept, but again, logistics does not frighten the United States Army. And our
general is who on this call is actually a medical logistician. So we're comforted
in the fact that we have some very, very senior people. This is in their blood. So I
can tell you that as time goes on, we are going to overwhelm the networks with
the first few trials, but by the time we get into the third and fourth, the networks
and working with us and other groups are already building that capacity to be
able to absorb these additional trials.

Speaker 4 (00:55:12):

And the good news is about that is that this is going to be able to work into
areas where we haven't traditionally worked before. And that's important
because if you look at trial networks that are used to working in populations at
risk for HIV, that's a different part of our national dialogue than individuals that
are at risk for covid. And so therefore, getting out to these communities and
doing what we call community engagement, that's not something that scientists
sometimes talk about first, but we really should. How do you convince
communities that this is an important thing for them to get involved in? How
can you convince them that at the same time we're talking about speed, that
we're also talking about safety? And so doing this in an iterative fashion gives us
time to develop those important community engagements and to get the right
kind of community advocates on board and to make sure that we don't just say
we're doing the right thing, but the communities believe that we're doing the
right thing. So it's, again, it's a long answer, but I'll tell you that we're going to
start just like World War ii, we'll start with a small number of people in our
standing armies and we will grow them as suits. The mission over.

Speaker 17 (00:56:20):

Thank you.

Speaker 1 (00:56:23):

Okay, we're at defense media activity. Okay. Anyone I missed? I went through
the list so we might've had some late

Speaker 18 (00:56:37):

Sorry. Sorry, I missed your roll call earlier, Amanda at TMBC. Oops, sorry.

Speaker 1 (00:56:43):

It's okay. Okay, go ahead. CN BBC your turn.

Speaker 18 (00:56:47):

Hi. I was just wondering if you guys could give me a little bit of what kind of
piggy bank you're sort of working with in terms of finances. Do you have all the
financial resources that you need right now for your research? Do you envision
potentially needing more as your work continues? And as a secondary follow-up
question. I'm wondering if at all you feel that your work is in any way in
jeopardy from intellectual property theft as nations are rushing to develop a
vaccine since this is a global pandemic.

Speaker 2 (00:57:19):

I can take that one. It's General Talley. So with respect to resources, we are in
good shape for resources and certainly we have been able to benefit from
supplemental funding Cares Act along with money certainly that was
apportioned through the DOD to our laboratories. And we've been very careful
with the spend plans. I can tell you Colonel Sams Jackson going back to January
with the first bolus if you will, or apportionment of funding work some pretty
long hours early on to make sure that we'd be able to track and trace it and show
deliverables for each dollar. But we're asked that question often. We brief our
Secretary of the Army and chief of staff of the Army and that's typically the first
question asked. So right now, absolutely in great shape and with this whole of
government effort, it's not only shared intellectual capacity and expertise, but it
is shared resources. So we are in good shape for this whole of government effort
with respect to intellectual property. Again, not concerned about that. And we
have an embedded, certainly directorate within MRDC that ensures that
intellectual property is protected. Dr. K mentioned that patented adjuvant
developed a few years back, which is being applied toward this particular
vaccine. So right now, no concerns with either one of those and as we go
forward, certainly we'll continue to watch it and keep all updated. Thank you for
the question.

Speaker 18 (00:59:09):

And would that be in the millions or the billions would you say? Just in terms of
financing that you guys have available to you?

Speaker 2 (00:59:16):

Well, I'll speak for what's been publicized for the whole warp speed effort and
well-publicized as to what's been funded, what hasn't. And we're sharing
certainly with the entire resource portfolio, which is certainly well into the
billions for the entire operation warp speed and whole of government effort.
Thank

Speaker 4 (00:59:42):

You. Thanks for the question.

Speaker 2 (00:59:44):

Who else did I miss?

Speaker 19 (00:59:46):

John Harper with National Defense Magazine.

Speaker 2 (00:59:49):

Okay, go ahead.

Speaker 19 (00:59:51):

I was wondering what lessons have you learned from this current crisis that you
think you might apply to future pandemics or future outbreaks? And is there
anything that you don't have currently that you would like to have to deal with
viruses in the future?

Speaker 2 (01:00:15):

General tally, I'm going to start off and then pass it around to these great
scientists on the line who for them it is not their first rodeo part of the fund. But
what I see the way the whole of government efforts spun up, we've been battling
the coronavirus since January and really we're beginning to organize ourselves
in a fashion that truly is going to expedite and leverage all the resources that we
can bring to bear. So I think we have to ask ourselves, how do you sustain this? I
don't think this is going to be the last pandemic. And certainly as you look at
the way this type of pandemic has come into play, I think it was Dr. Maja who
made reference to the fact that we went years without a pandemic. This one's
being compared to the Spanish flu of 1918, yet in the last 10, 20 years, this is not
our first coronavirus or type of vaccine or type of disease outbreak we've had to
deal with.

Speaker 2 (01:01:30):

So I think the lesson that we have to take on is how do we mobilize this quickly?
How do we maintain and sustain the type of apparatus that can respond to this
quickly? So I don't think this will be the last time, but I do believe that we're
going to have to be just as effective and efficient to be able to spin up and
mobilize as quickly as we can that has to be sustained. So I'm going to go to
Team Rare and let you hear from the folks that have been doing this for a long
time.

Speaker 4 (01:02:06):

Alright, yeah, Jim, this is Nelson Michael. I really want to set up Cavon for this
and I think you'll see why. When we did our response to Zika, we went literally
from conception of making a vaccine to first injection in humans with two
papers, one in science, one in nature, describing how the vaccine worked in
mice and then in non-human primates. We did that in nine months. It was a
land speed record. My commander at that time, I was still wearing a uniform.
She asked me, how did you do that because you're an HIV researcher and most
of the people you worked with were HIV people said, how'd you do that? Did
you do it based on structure or did you do it based on bluster? And I said, well,
I'll be honest with you, a lot on bluster. And we didn't really weren't set up for
that.

Speaker 4 (01:02:54):

And she said, that's not the Army way, Nelson. You're going to have to rethink
this. And so under her direction, she's now General's chief of Staff, Colonel
Whitmer. We set up the emerging Infectious Disease branch. We set up a brand
new unit within the Wall three Army Institute of Research that was going to be
designed to do just this. And I had at least the foresight of recruiting a brilliant
MD PhD researcher named Kayvon major from the national Dr. Fauci team. And
unlike me, Kayvon is actually an expert in respiratory viruses, especially
Coronaviruses. So we did predict that this was going to happen. Kayvon, let me
use a slide that is in Korea in September of last year, which basically showed
SARS and then Mers and then showed a next question of when the next one's
going to come. I don't think that we knew it was going to be just a few months
later. So as a consequence of this, we really began to reposition ourselves to be
able to absorb these new realities. And lemme let Kayvon describe what I think
his vantage would be, what we do from now on over.

Speaker 5 (01:04:04):

Thanks Dr. Michael and for the kind words as well. So those of us in this space
in infectious diseases, emerging infectious diseases, were not oracles. We just
know that what we've seen before we're likely to see again. And that's been the
case, not just for Coronaviruses. This is the fifth coronavirus in the past two
decades that has been identified in human populations. Whereas since
Coronaviruses or human coronaviruses were discovered in the mid sixties, there
were only two coronaviruses in that period of time. There have been several
close to half a dozen public health emergencies declared since that mechanism
was established after sars. And it just shows that we are accelerating in terms of
coming in contact with these pathogens. And there are a lot of high policies as
to why that is. We're much more hyperconnected than we were before. We have
a lot greater interface with animal populations than we had before.

Speaker 5 (01:05:21):

So there's a lot of spillover from animal populations into humans of pathogens
that we may not have encountered previously. But if you look at the example of
what Dr. Michael gave about the Zika virus and the Zika vaccine, we went on an
unprecedented timeline then as did others at the NIH and some other
companies in terms of getting from a concept to a clinical trial for Zika vaccine,
which we're beating those records now. But even with that pace, we all started
our vaccine programs in February of 2016 when we looked back at the epidemic
curve of Zika a year later, two years later, the peak occurred in February of 2016.
So we were literally behind the curve even when we were going as fast as
possible. So the only way to really respond to these outbreaks is to be in a
posture where we don't have to respond.

Speaker 5 (01:06:28):

We've already prepared for anticipate and develop the countermeasures for that
pathogen beforehand. And you might think that's impossible to do. It's not. We
actually have the technologies and tools now where we can do those sorts of
things. The universal vaccine approach that I described for our vaccine
candidate is just one example in a whole array of technologies that we have in
terms of diagnostics, therapeutics, and vaccines to be able to anticipate what is
essentially just a handful of families of viruses, coronaviruses, flavia viruses that
we know generally what's coming in terms of the family of viruses. And we have
the tools to be able to anticipate though it's just a matter of changing our
posture from one of response towards prevention over,

Speaker 2 (01:07:30):

Hey, thanks Daveon. Jim Tally, and this is a great question to conclude with. I'd
like to go to Dr. John Dye. And again, I think the question was really centered
on lessons learned, certainly as we go forward. And then we'll close finally with
Colonel Wendy Sams Jackson, and this will be her last time in uniform in this
particular form. So Dr. Dye over to you. And then we'll close with Colonel
Wendy Sams Jackson.

Speaker 10 (01:08:04):

Thank you, sir. So I'd like to follow along with the last few items that Kayvon
mentioned, which is that the only way that the world is going to be prepared for
the next coming outbreak is going to be global communication as well as the
Global Response network. And I think if you institute those capabilities that
allow the rapid response and scale up of medical countermeasure, whether it's
vaccine or therapeutic, and K von is a hundred percent correct, there's a handful
of viruses that were identified by the WHO in 2014 after the Ebola virus
outbreak. Basically a top 10 list of the most likely to develop pandemics and
there's really only five or six viral families. And if you start to capabilities
against those viral families that can then be juxtaposed against those new
variants that come out, you then have that capability. So it is a matter of global
communications and global rapid response, and I think that's what I hope we
learn as a country and as a world that we all need to work together to try to
come up with a plan so we'll be better prepared in the future. Over.

Speaker 13 (01:09:35):

Go ahead, Colonel Jackson. Okay, thanks. Hi, Colonel Simmons Jackson. So I
appreciate it and this is something that certainly we've been thinking about for
some time, certainly since the West Africa Ebola outbreak and a number of us
on the line were engaged and working together during that. And so there's lots
of lessons learned as we have progressed through each of these different
scenarios over time and two points I wanted to make that we have made
deliberate attempts to try to better prepare and reduce our response time in
these types of situations. And one is what we certainly recognized is that we
desperately needed a structure in place to coordinate communicate across DOD
and across US government. And that's probably easier said than done, but it's
critically important to increase the efficiency of effort. If we are able to share
information, develop a common strategy, and coordinate the efforts along the
lines of efforts along a strategic plan perspective, that would be really beneficial
to the response that we've learned each time.

Speaker 13 (01:10:57):

From that, you're seeing that in action right now with operation warp speed, for
example. The second point is from a programmatic perspective, which is the
space that I operate in, we recognize we had our own challenges with our ability
to rapidly respond in terms of shifting our investments and resources. And so
we did along the same lines of what rare did is we created from a program
perspective, an emerging and infectious diseases program area that would
enable us to have the ability to rapidly shift resources towards that priority
effort where we've had, historically our program has been very pathogen specific
focus and that does not leave a lot of flexibility when you need to pivot and
change direction quickly. And so we've created that which has really paid
dividends certainly with this outbreak. In addition, we've also have taken a
deliberate approach to invest in technologies that are more broadly applicable
either across a family of viruses broad, for example, broad antivirals, and
certainly along the same lines of Dr.

Speaker 13 (01:12:28):

Maja, it's point to a Pan Coronavirus vaccine. And so our portfolio has been
increasing in that space and so we're looking at technologies that we can invest
in that can be rapidly applied to whatever emerging pathogen that we need to
address. And so that is from a program perspective, from a coordination
perspective across the US government, those are the two areas that I definitely,
we've learned lessons, we have shifted and I think we definitely are better
prepared and will continue to follow along that line to ensure that we are
prepared for the next outbreak that we may be facing.

Speaker 1 (01:13:17):

Okay. Thank you. Thank you for everyone for calling in. We really appreciate it.
We're out of time. We know you have additional questions, so feel free to email
me. I'm Laurie Salvatore. I was on the email that Will Sharp sent out to invite
everyone. We also have B-roll and photos available at divid hub.net/unit/rdc. Feel
free to email me and we'll get you everything you need for today. Thank you so
much. Have a great day. Thank you.

Buy me a Ko-fi

Art for today: Sedona on a cloudy day, watercolor from my travel book.
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Luzzie Luzzie’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I think they mean "hole"

LIKE (42) REPLY (5) SHARE

Red Pill Poet Red Pill Poems Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The hole of government is in fact the blackhole of government — the one into which all your

taxes disappear.

LIKE (25) REPLY (2) SHARE

Marten Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

And also your FREEDOM !!!!!

LIKE (13) REPLY SHARE

Sunshinegirl1217 Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

you shouldn't spell the quiet part out loud lol

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

A T A’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Exactly what I was imagining, about 10 miles in diameter.

LIKE (12) REPLY (1) SHARE

Bandit Apr 27

Lind of like the large hadron collider? Going to create a worm hole and swallow all of

Earth. 

😏

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Paul Vonharnish Apr 27

Exactly my thoughts as well. The Hole is deep, and everybody knows. >>>

Everybody knows - Leonard Cohen - Songwriters: Leonard Cohen, Sharon Robinson >>>

Album: I'm Your Man >>> Released: 1988

YouTube >>> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnfoUJxI2dM

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Thaddeus Robinson Apr 29

one of my fave Cohen works

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Paul Vonharnish Apr 29

Leonard Cohen changed my life. I thought I was a poet --- then listened to his disk

"Ten New Songs". I've been much more humble ever since... Thanks Thaddeus.

Best regards.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Apr 27

lol

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

robert stiles Apr 28

I can think of a word that begins with "A" which aptly describes the entire worthless bench

but this is a family blog so I can't reveal it.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Renee Morris Apr 28

That was the hole I was thinking of, too.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kavita Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Yes! And a fine mixtape it is, Sasha! Tell us it won't be the last ~ will ya?!

To be raunchy for a moment ... after hearing the first few whole-of-government phrases, my

partner said, "Ass-wholes of government!"

I couldn't agree more ... 

😂

 

😹

 

😂

 

😹

 

😂

 

😹

 

😂

 

😹

LIKE (23) REPLY SHARE

Karen Bracken Karen Bracken Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Thank you. People have very short memories and we have been so inundated with crap over the

past 4 years it is hard to remember what happened back in 2019-2020. But going back and

listening to this stuff is important because of what we now know about this scam makes a lot of

what they were saying back there much clearer. We can now look at it objectively instead of out of

fear. My first look back now makes me say.....WHY SO MANY MILITARY??? Of course we all know

now.

LIKE (19) REPLY (1) SHARE

Adriana J. Garces Apr 28

Same thing about hindsight with me reviewing the bits and still- surprised to see and hear all

the idiocracy that was spewed forth. First time I saw full on (and alarming) amounts of mp’s

on the streets and transportation hubs in NYC was long ago. I wondered why since back

then. Now we know a whole lot more and I appreciate each and every person who

contributes to the telling of truths and advocating for our very lives.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sane Franciscan Sane Francisco Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I ascertained they want us to know it was the whole of government, right? Great song!

LIKE (18) REPLY SHARE

Mic Mic’s Newsletter Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

These military individuals are mind numbing robots. They likely rose in rank due to a good

attendance record. They believe whatever their superiors feed them.

They are turning my stomach sour!

Their language is scripted to cover their collective asses and to contaminate the minds of the

listing public.

I’ll recover
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HowardJ Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Well said Mic.

As I would summarize, “What a bunch of ass clowns.”

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

ExcessDeathsAU ExcessDeathsAU Apr 28

The men in fancy dress shall be mocked and derided for the clowns they are.

Point and laugh!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Renate Lindeman Local Liberty Letter Apr 28

They rose in rank because they showed during boot camp initiations that they're willing to do

anything to further their 'career'. Anything. They don't own their bodies nor minds. The same

in politics, media, the corporate world, you name it....

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Adriana J. Garces Apr 28

Right on! Ass kissing never felt like something I could muster up to doing. Sadly, it is a

long chain of “command” at the helm of indoctrination. From so called education to the

corporate workplace and beyond as we know- I wish to see this exposed completely for

what it is and called by its name: a global fascist takeover. Here’s what those in denial

should be learning about so that acceptance of the truth takes place. Ignorance, denial

and following orders as if we are slaves…NOT the way to support and maintain freedom.

This is how all the scum has managed to take parts of the world for themselves…As if

there weren’t room enough for everyone to enjoy life peacefully. I keep praying for the

naysayers and us all.
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Patrick S Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Behind all of these press conferences are registered corporations local to fed that pose as

governments, all government branches, and government agencies of a country that is bankrupt

(since 1933) - where only color of law is practiced via Admiralty Maritime law (law of contracts)

and where the only remedies are in the form of colorable money (aka federal reserve notes)...and

the foundation and root cause of it all is usury (aka debt, interest). Everything else is a

symptom/distraction via criminal media these corporations use to lie to the people for the sole

purpose of perpetuating the corporation, their usury and their federal reserve notes

indefinitely....all are traitors....Another great interview with David Rogers Webb (Great Taking) and

update on where we are at (link below) - in terms of ownership of assets that none of us own or

will own when everything collapses. Toward the end of the interview he talks about South Dakota

and Tennessee and bills that were introduced in the "corporate" state government and how the

bill died in South Dakota once the money changers (banking lobby) destroyed it. In Tennessee,

they advanced further - the corporate state house passed 6-1 and then the corporate senate

passed unanimously - Then, the (private central banking) money changers threatened to withhold

services ("money") from the state. This last tactic is EXACTLY what happened at the end of Civil

War and taken directly from Lyman E. Stowe's book from 1896…the money changers whose main

motivation (then and now) is usury and after the civil war they threatened to destroy the business

of the country if a certain bill was passed that benefited the people instead of the bankers. So, in

Tennessee, the corporate state govt capitulated and said they would push the bill for further

discussion in the summer session - and it is known that bills die in that session…So, we have the

same fight against money changers and usury as we did back in 1896 - and it is all about usury,

interest, and the taking of gain. (Lincoln's Greenbacks were the last interest free money...and we

all know why he was assassinated......). Here is Webb's recent interview as well as 2 videos on

usury with the content coming 100% from Stowe's book from 1896..if usury continues…so do we

continue as debt slaves and this time it will be much worse..and our corporate "selections" everyExpand full comment

LIKE (14) REPLY (2) SHARE

Adriana J. Garces Apr 28

There’s a total package of crap these “leaders” invented for their own benefit and

generations to follow. Shall the blinded even bother to see comparisons to all the previous

totalitarian regime takeovers? It may be too much to unpack in one day, but everyone

worldwide should address the need for honest, open education of this pressing situation.

Thank you also for sharing your valuable insights!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Patrick S Apr 28

Absolutely! Definitely a lot to unpack on many topics/levels....One of the challenges for

many is the ability to just be cognizant of many things, see how things are connected

and focus on root causes...the information war and psyop through so many channels

and mechanisms is designed to keep everyone divided and looking in other directions

through a massive amount of information and data that ends up using up people's time

focusing on only the symptoms...it seems that with almost every issue or topic that pops

up...the "money" is always at the root of the whole thing. I also posted a 9 part

video/presentation series that connects dots on many subjects that are based solely on

the list of resources listed in the appendix at the end of the 9th video - the videos are

meant to provide information at a high level and there is a ton to unpack in these as

well..but thought that providing a message at a high level would spur people on to dig

further...these are all free..I don't monetize them in anyway. Here is the main page link

(the 9 vid series as well as the 2 on usury). ----- https://www.brighteon.com/new-

search?

query=Free%20on%20the%20Land&page=1&uploaded=all&duration=all&sort=best_re

sult&type=all&quality=all&channelPage=1
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Thaddeus Robinson Apr 29

Bankers are running a three-card Monte game, we the people are the suckers, and

our governments are the shills.
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Patrick S Apr 29

spot on!...they need their usury and interest in order to survive
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Claire De Lune Apr 27

Well said.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Patrick S Apr 28

thank you - feel free to share those links far and wide as well
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Agent Roger 23 dualisms galore The Weekly Rebuke Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Katerine Watt is SMAAAART!!!

💕💕

And I'm rolling on the floor tih the mix tape. I don't know if I'm gonna make it, wish me luck.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1) SHARE

Thaddeus Robinson Apr 29

She's also diligent, patient, and persevering
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Roman S Shapoval The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I never liked clowns.

LIKE (12) REPLY SHARE

Rob (c137) Robert's Occam's razor Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Nothing inspires confidence as "WARP SPEED" whether it's from the war criminals or the pharma

mafia.

It was crazy to see lefty friends who questioned vaccines jump on this stupid panic bullshit

pandemic.

Now it's crazy to see friends in the right bend the knee to our favorite genocidal middle Eastern

ally and support censorship in "free" states like Texas, along with pushes for digital ID in the other

"free" state of Florida.

Last I checked, you can still get your dangerous con-vid shots in Florida and Texas. They won't

stop that, but they're cool with taking away your freedom to protest.

Fake opposition on both sides.... And it always tricks the morons who identify with dogma,

whether religious, financial, or idealistic.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

ConcernedGrammy Apr 28

They're using our rights against us. 60% of the "students" protesting in Austin were NOT

students at all, but Soros-paid protesters. (All charges have been dropped now.) I suspect

the majority of protesters on other college campuses had the same demographic make-up.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

/\/€u Th@/_/ght Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Not sure what it’s going to take for many to understand that the US Military’s combined forces

including their leaders in the DoD and Pentagon is a treasonous force against all humanity. They

are the successors of the old Roman Empire Military that took control, shoving their Caesar

puppet and politicians to the fore pretending to represent people, just as they do today.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Seeds Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Whole of government = we speak for the government = we are the government!
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Scare Crow Apr 27 · edited Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Whole of government

Hole of government

A-hole of government

A-holes of government ----->>> https://i.imgur.com/taQViTO.gif (It shows France's last

guillotining, 1977)
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John Roberts Apr 27

You beat me to the punch / lines.

My thoughts exactly.
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Susan Liang Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Excellent video. So funny!

"Whole of Government" tries to soften and derail any suggestion military forces are controlling

civilian government. An usurpation of power in our dem republic.

It also looks like an attempt to groom the public (victim) into the idea of the absence of separation

of powers (legislation, exec, judicial) -- that actually do check each other just so that there never

is a whole single unified government that crushes "liberty and all that stuff" we innately value,

liberty, equality, property rights like homes not in smart cities, with food gardens and freedom

from warrantless surveillance. And all that stuff.

Whole of Government not so whole-some.
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LoveOneAnother Apr 27

Exactly. DoD is in charge and every other gov agency is just along for the ride.
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Susan Liang Apr 27

Laugh or cry? Or hope some DoD are goog guys.
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LoveOneAnother Apr 27

Yes I would amp up the laughter, ridicule and shrewdness.
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Jewell Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

This paper gives some background on the "Whole of Government Approach" - looks like the

phrase actually goes back to at least 1998 - major use after 9/11

https://www.cfc.forces.gc.ca/259/290/294/286/henry.pdf

"National security is taking on increased importance in this globalized world, as the traditional

boundaries between politics, culture, technology finance, and ecology are disappearing.

Additionally, national security threats are no longer simply terrorist or military in nature; they also

include natural disasters like earthquakes, hurricanes, floods and forest fires as well as

pandemics. The concept of a whole of government approach that integrates, or at least

coordinates, the various departments and agencies implicated in national security issues, is

essential in facilitating good governance. A coherent and comprehensive whole of government

approach reflects an appreciation of the increasingly multidimensional, dynamic, complex and

fluid nature of the problem and clearly integrates departments and

agencies into a logical, coherent framework "

The references are interesting - so many citations to the same AHs which designed the invasion

of 7 of the Middle Eastern countries after the massive fraud. Guess whole of government was a

stepping stone for one health/one world , Planning for which has been going on for centuries. First

attempted after the French Revolution (Congress of Vienna)- it was the Czar of Russia that

stopped it. 2nd was League of Nations after WWI which failed- then the UN after WW2.
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Paul Vonharnish Apr 28

Right on target. The Congress of Vienna was one leg of a *whole* series of political events -

one of which was the Treaty of Ghent between the United States and United Kingdom [1814].

https://www.britannica.com/event/War-of-1812/War

The events leading up to this alleged settlement are quite interesting. Ghent (of course) is

located in *Belgium* where all sorts of "treaties" between European royalties and their trade

operatives take place...
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Jewell Apr 28

If God was to give the world an enema - it would require many hoses in order for the

earth to defecate out all of the evil
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Melody Paige Melody’s Substack Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

Great insight, so glad someone is thinking And using their brains for something more than a

hat rack!
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Duchess Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

That whole of government is being used like a code for a well planned before covid takeover of

the United States. It's gotta be tracked down somehow. It is sinister as fuck.
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zuFpM5*M Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Hole of government, viz. blackhole of moral depravity. That sucking sound? It is accountability,

responsibility and representative government circling the drain.

This phone call is like listening to schizophrenics tutored by malicious psychiatrists. It is like a sort

of LARP where only -some- of the participants know that what they are talking about isn't real.

Zika, HIV, ebola, SARS, MERS. Zika was 100% faked by misinterpreting the normal rate of

microcephaly as anomalous. HIV is a story concocted by government doctors to channel

enormous research funds through NIAID some of which culminated in cull programs in Africa and

literal orphan torture and murders and mass graves in the US. Ebola outbreaks draw in swarms of

NGOs and predators to apply toxic pharma products and 'ring' vaccination efforts so deadly that

only a disease believed to be as deadly as ebola can hide the bodies. SARS and MERS outbreaks

have little in common with the course of any infectious disease in the past.

And the crowning shared myth of these little confabs are vaccines. An entirely faked story from

start to finish to elevate certain views of science that give doctors and government access to the

veins of the people.

When future people look back, hopefully from far improved times, they will not see much

difference between what is going on in these phone calls and the worst abuses committed in the

name of religion or ideology. The pathogen-vaccine-countermeasure faith is unbelievably harmful

to humanity and is perpetuated by malice and idiocy.
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Scare Crow Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

At some point in their lives, these people made the conscious decision, or at least half-

conscious decision, to basically "go with the flow". They did this pretty much to make their

lives easier and because there was a monetary award along the way.

That's REAL easy to do in the military. I know, I was in the Air Force for seven years, back in

the 1980's. All a person has to do keep is their mouth shut, don't ask too many pertinent

questions, and go with the flow. Promotions are pretty much automatic, and quicker if you're

a "go getter".

Civilian government bureaucracies work the same way.
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zuFpM5*M Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I think a lot of effort has been expended to make sure that "the flow" leads to these

incredibly awful results without too many ripples or upsets along the way. An entire

pseudoscience mythos is required and that didn't pop into existence accidentally.
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J. Lincoln Apr 27

Hey zuFpM5*M, You left out the planned freakout pandemic with the unfortunate name of

Monkeypox.
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zuFpM5*M Apr 27

Very true. I was listing what they cited as credentials in the call transcript. I'm sure there

will be heroes of the monkeypox epidemic boasting their services now as well.
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J. Lincoln Apr 27

During the several years of C-19, I was stunned (and frankly embarrassed) by the

groups claiming heroic status. Completely obliterated the meaning of "heroic".
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Steshu Dostoevsky Steshu’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Too funny 

😂

!!!!! After a higher up tells you what to do, everyone proudly proclaims that they are

going to make it happen. No one in the whole of government ever dares to question whether the

original direction is a good path forward. They only care whether it is funded so they can get a

charge number.
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JWM_IN_VA Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Hey its Col. Wendy again!!

😅🤣
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JFly Apr 27

In "her last time in uniform". Do you think she's capable of a guilty conscience?
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JWM_IN_VA Apr 27

That would require her to be conscious of wrong doing...so no.
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Elizabeth Schneider Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

This is phenomenal! Thank you for the laugh!
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bvd9701 Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The power of the individual 50 States and the power of elected Sheriffs within the States is PRE-

EMINENT.

EXERCISE THAT POWER against these traitorous, globalist usurpers. Pressure your State

representatives to repudiate and defy the globalists’ nefarious machinations.

There has never been “whole of government” anything in the United States. It violates our

Constitution. Agreement from the 50 States of the Republic is REQUIRED.

Within the States, Sheriffs alone hold the authority to defy un-Constitutional edicts.

These federal apparatchiks with loyalty to unauthorized foreign organizations - at the expense of

the United States - can stick their “whole of government” tyranny WHERE THE SUN DON’T

SHINE.

Charges of TREASON will result for ALL complicit parties. Guaranteed.
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SLK Skaddour@gmail.com’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

This is simply outrageous, how they lie and deform every sentences. I'm really, really sick of just

even trying to hear or read.
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John Day MD Dr. John's Blog Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

More nice Sedona Red Rocks.

"Whole of Government" means "totalitarian-post-constitutional-government", no?

It's like Cheney and Rumsfeld's "continuity of government" extended forever like boot-on-face,

no?
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Jpeach Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Ronald Reagan’s famous quote “The nine most terrifying words in the English language are “I’m

from the government, and I’m here to help” - 1986. Ronnie knew!
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Rob (c137) Robert's Occam's razor Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

And yet Reagan promoted the biggest growth of the military industrial complex since ww2.

Cold war bullshit fueling regime change wars and coups.

Also, Reagan is to blame for the increase in illegal immigration. He bent the knee to big

corporations and banks by stopping enforcement of laws that went after employers of illegal

immigrants.

Reagan, like Thatcher were both full of shit.

On the left, their counterparts are Clinton and Tony Blair.
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Notice how both parties pretend to be against big government by outsourcing it to

corporations and pretending that it's good to have public private partnerships?
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Scare Crow Apr 27 · edited Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Reagan gave Wall Street a free hand. That's why they lionized him and continue to do

so.

Early on, the British secret service accurately described him as a "buffoon". And that's

not to say the Limeys are any better.

As an aside, I stopped watching TV on a regular basis in the early 1980's, due in large

part because I couldn't bear the daily fawning over this guy by the media, along with the

daily updates on what the British "Royals" were up to, especially "Lady Di". "Lady Di is

having an affair with her butler." "Lady Di is having an affair with her chauffeur." "Lady Di

is fucking an Arab." On and on, ad nauseam.

Those of you who are younger and weren't yet born don't know this. It's all you heard on

the news on a daily basis. It's was sickening.
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Sunshinegirl1217 Apr 27

and greased the skids with perestroika to bring us to where we are today with ukraine. i

served during both terms of reagan's & one of daddy bush. jumped ship in '92.
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Scare Crow Apr 27

I frankly don't see what perestoika has to do with today's Ukraine. Don't know what

you mean by "jumped ship" either. Like what, you became a Democrat? A

Republican? You joined the Russian army?
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Sunshinegirl1217 Apr 27 · edited Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I served in the Navy and we all thought we were headed toward world peace

when the Berlin wall came down in 1989 and then the USSR crumbled

Christmas 1991. Pipe dream. I got out (jumped ship) in 1992.
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Scare Crow Apr 27 · edited Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I got out of the USAF in 1990, when the military gave everyone the option

to do so because of the collapse of the USSR. Force reduction or

something, they called it.

During my last year, I still remember a distinct attitude of

DISAPPOINTMENT (!!!) among some of my co-workers, especially among

higher ranking NCO's for some odd reason, that we likely were never

going to go "toe to toe with the Russkies".

I've always asked myself, why were these people disappointed? Granted,

a small number might have to retrain into different jobs, but so what? No

one was going to get fired.

The answer is that they had a militarist mentality. I'm all for a country

being able to defend it's sovereignty, but militarism must always be kept

in check. In the US, it's long gotten out of control to the point of

absurdity.
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Sunshinegirl1217 Apr 27

Saw the same in 1990 when I got orders back to NAS Miramar from

Pearl Harbor. Navy called it a drawdown.
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Scare Crow Apr 27 · edited May 3

Reagan was a buffoon, and the Reagan years were the start of normalized government

criminality - or at least that was when it was shifted into high gear, at least in my lifetime. ---

>>>https://i.imgur.com/sgyaALg.jpg
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Rob (c137) Robert's Occam's razor Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Great image!

Eisenhower was also not afraid to call out the military industrial complex oligarchy that

Reagan sucked the cock of 

😂
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NaplesD NaplesD’s Newsletter Apr 27

Then came that Contra thingey and freedom from vaccine liability. Nevertheless, the quote

accurately describes the phenomenon.
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TnDoc Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Thanks for sharing this, Sasha. I tired to read through the transcript, but had to stop after reading

the endless self-congratulatory, pompous, and arrogant statements by these militarized

“scientists” and medicalized “soldiers”

We ARE in a war, but it is we-the-99% against them in the Blob.

The participants in this on-going war on humanity are correct on one point: the WHOLE of

government and its adsorbed/absorbed institutions IS in on it.

I keep trying to find the silver lining in this madness by telling myself that “it is not sustainable”

and, yet, these psychopaths “soldier” on with their world domination by disease creation path.
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mew Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Just came across evidence that, to obfuscate the cause of serious adverse events including SIDS

deaths, vax manufacturers changed their distribution policy decades ago to hide HOT LOTS.

Pls see: https://inversionism.substack.com/p/the-wyeth-now-pfizer-dtp-vaccine
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Claire De Lune Apr 27

Yes, I read about that too, recently. Not really surprising I suppose.
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AJF Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

So they tested tens of thousands of drugs including hydroxychloroquin, but not ONE was

considered therapeutic??? Also why was the populace kept completely in the dark about DOD's

self admitted involvement all along? Retorical questions...we all know why. Thanks for sharing

Sasha... more proof!
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Former UK resident Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Oh myyy~ what a clown show filled w fancy military terms xD

Feels like the 2020 version of Thunderbirds puppets.

Is acting in their job spec? :-P

And those who got the jabs believed in this 'trust the science' drama :-(
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mew Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Timeline: 6/1/1984 Federal Register entry by HHS/FDA requesting immediate relief from current

manufacturing purity and neuro safety testing for the oral polio vaccine (licensed some 25 years

earlier).

HHS was obviously responding to litigation from someone paralyzed by the oral polio vaccine,

questioning FDA's approval of an SV-40 contaminated sugar cube.

HHS succeeded in amending the statute immediately (no public comment period) thereby

removing and passing off to foreign nations several of its duties. HHS stressed that these

amendments were needed immediately in order to protect the reputation of the vaccine program.

Of course, they also protected the sole manufacturer of the oral polio vaccine, which was required

for all school children.

Pls see: 6/1/1984 Federal Register, pp 251-256

https://inversionism.substack.com/p/the-1984-federal-register-from-the
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Farmer Jones Apr 27 · edited Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I remember when VP Pence used the term Whole of Government also. I asked then, what the hell

does that mean? Sasha, I think your observation about crossing the lines from legislative

executive and Judicial Branches might be on to something. On the other hand, maybe it means

the military has taken over and they are the Government, or at least dictate actions by the other

branches after ostensibly being delegated that authority. Bizarre and it reflects the ongoing

Fraud! You've made a strong case for that position.

Nice watercolor! I was going to head out there last year. Great job Sasha, Keep on Kicking ass and

Taking names! Bravo! God Bless and God Speed!

👍
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Thomas Lewis Useless Liberal Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Big Pharma and its supporters not only screwed the pooch with mRNA, they were mounted by the

dogs of war and are now panting for a reach around.
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Marten Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Extremely frustrating that everyone around me are completely blind and depht to what is

happening outside of the Box, bear in mind that DISSENT is the highest form of Patriotism !!!!!
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Sue S Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Would totally agree with the change in spelling for "hole" of government. This reminds me of the

post 9/11 days and Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld and Rice and the Weapons of Mass Distraction and

the Mushroom Cloud.

The tape is amazing and so are Katherine Watts comments.
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Charles Young Apr 27 · edited Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The mindless and repeated Room Temperature IQ 'whole of government' idiocy reminds me of

another government-repeated 'Build Back Better' created by the Davos Switzerland World

Economic Forum contributor, Cass Sunstein:((

Are these useful idiots Mind Controlled as Catherine Austin Fitts would say!?

To ask the question is to to answer it!!
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Honeybee Honeybee’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Very funny, Sash! The reason they speak in that manner is that they think the language portrays

strength and courage when, in actuality, as we the public sit here not one whit confused, they

sound like a babbling toddler. Life is becoming increasingly difficult for those of us who saw

through this act years ago. Reminds me of my hippy college days. Boredom sets in like a never-

ending sunset on acid.
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Gumnut123 May 2

I thought it was a NEW virus that had been released into the various Military establishments.

I could not stop chuckling and laughing to myself while reading this Transcript, thinking that

saving $$$ with using the same Movie Script/training for these military persona?? .

Not to worry though, as in thjis Transcript one of the military "speakers" stated that Military

hjad a "vaccine" that was almost ready - and that this "vaccine" would be effective for all

bvugs in the World.

Its not only Biden who has dementia and lies Ad Infinitum..
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Honeybee Honeybee’s Substack May 2

Here's the interesting aspect in your post. Both could be true. There could be a "new"

bioengineered weapon and the "same old" virus. I wonder about the very initial people

in Washington state (Seattle area), northern Italy, and NY who seemed to experience a

highly lethal respiratory illness. They were few but needed to get the "pandemic" rolling.

Aerosol spraying of a bioweapon? They, they began their usual propaganda to cause

hysteria, put sick people in elderly care facilities, and, once they devised the Death

Protocol (never treat the initial illness; send them home; admit them when they can't

breathe; put them on Remdisivir; intubate them; another magic "Covid" death!), they

were rolling. I used to think our .gov was the Evil One; I now think the true evil lurks in

military garb. True...evil lurks everywhere in .gov...but the virulent strain comes through

the military since they can secret their funds under the guise of "national security" and

development of "countermeasures." They're the true eugenicists. Btw, did you see the

death of the second whistleblower in the aviation industry? It began as a "respiratory

illness." Then, unfortunately, he went to the hospital where they intubated him.
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Suzy Honoré Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Sasha, you're far too cool for me!
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J. Lincoln Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The REMF's that you've spotlighted here are the sort that runs the military except during those

few times of existential national peril such as was the case during the Dec 7, 1943- early 1944

(arguably), at which time actual warriors wield the blade, not just occupy the tip. When the dust

has settled, the LARPing, paper-pushing bureaucratic operators take over, wearing spit-shined

shoes and tailor-made dress blues. Saluting one another, all the way to the bank. It seems that

Stalin, Saddam, and our very own Obama, after assuming power were noteworthy for purging

warriors from the ranks of their respective militaries.
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David Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Might be referring to The Declaration of Intergovernmental Cooperation that sought to join the

various warring goverment service corporations that having been constituted by American

Goverment to serve Americans in 1700s still fight each other for money and power. I think

President Carter ordered the federal central Dept of Education to remove American History and

only instill US History in all public schools was done to further hide and bury even more this

knowledge.
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MSN MAIL. Michael Dautrich MSN’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

"whole of government" ?? they mus be retarded for thinking we are retarded,

---do they not understand we see through their nonsense..?
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Carol Dickinson Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

I wonder what "the whole of Government" means... concerning the corrupt corona Trojan Horse

drama playing out... including deadly vaccines and Hospital death protocols. They even tested on

their own soldiers first... to see if enough died... then released it on the populus. It is not the

common people who are to blame... but those in top positions in our government that allowed and

released this monster into the whole world. These who did this horrible thing to the USA & the

Whole World need to be arrested and thrown into jail... and taken before a Nuremberg type trial

for their massive crimes against humanity! These globalist unelected rulers... and are paying off

most every leader and government official in every nation! And then use them to destroy

humanity and the whole earth and its infrastructure. These few globalist men are no doubt ruled

and controlled by satan himself. They need to be arrested first! Then throw away the key!
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aj Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

including the military when referring to 'the government' is unconstitutional. We have 3 branches

of government, and the military and other departments and agencies are not independent parts of

it, they are subordinate to it.
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Duchess Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

It's from the UN...and from this. https://www.jcs.mil/Media/News/News-

Display/Article/1400686/trump-announces-new-whole-of-government-national-security-

strategy/
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NaplesD NaplesD’s Newsletter Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

They actually legitimized the credentials of their scientists due to their work on the REM DVIR

Ebola debacle???
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Sunshinegirl1217 Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

yep and proud they are of it the democidal psychopaths.
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SaHiB Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

It's not "fake virus", but falsely represented virus, used to steal mucho (trillion$) dinero.
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RE Nichols RE’s Zine Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Try typing "Trump is the father of the vaccine" on YT. That's one Trump compliment (according to

the Donald himself) that will speedily disappear.
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Alex Audette Verbotenly unsanctioned Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

That’s funny! I’ll one-up you:) I wrote a song about all these crazies entitled “insane clowns”.

Enjoy. Perhaps we should try a collaborative effort…could be fun.

https://themaadmen.bandcamp.com/album/superwoke?t=1
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Silver Warrior Wetiko Freaks Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The medical emergency operation, the coup under which this government is operating, has been

a perfect power grab opportunity. History indicates that an emergency declaration is never really

over, and as HC has previously indicated, never "goes to waste." In this case, the "whole

government" operates under war against all communicable diseases with what they see as

complete authority -- and yes, as far as the military is concerned, the States have been overruled

on all matters. This is incredibly dangerous "government."
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DemocracyManifest DemocracyManifest Substack Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Still laughing. Great work, Sasha - and thanks for the whole-of-government shout-out!

https://democracymanifest.substack.com/p/washington-takes-over-the-world

By the way... there's whole-of-government APPROACH, whole-of-government EFFORT, whole-of-

government FASHION.

Lot's of variations with this whole-of-government clown show!
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Honeybee Honeybee’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

LOL. I have no idea it was so long ago (in my 70s now). I just remember thinking sometimes while

watching the sunsets with my friends..."when is this thing going to end?" I had zero spirituality. I

was the one always chosen to drive because I "seemed to keep everything together." Other

friends were flipping out, and I was the one in the kitchen making bread. I think that capacity

arose from growing up with two alcoholic parents who were horrors at times, and I had to learn to

fend for my siblings and myself and stand on my own two feet. I also have a high tolerance to

drugs most likely. The one drug I far preferred above acid was opium which I only had a couple of

times...not generally available. I could definitely have a joined an opium den. Thai sticks or really

good, strong (almost hallucinogenic) hash came second.
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Adriana J. Garces Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Sasha I enjoyed the mixtape very much! Both you and Ms. Watts are amazing and I so appreciate

your work. Thank you!
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Thumbnail Green Oxymoron’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

That TRANSCRIPT!!! You’re a saint. Actually a martyr that is into SandM

Torture. How do you read all that and not go to sleep.

We are very lucky to have you Sasha
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DemocracyManifest DemocracyManifest Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

lmao
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The Man’s Child Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Mind numbing.

In the parlance of the Viet Nam era, these officers sound like remf’s. They will likely dislocate their

shoulders patting themselves on the back.
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Caroline Ayers Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

LOVE the mix tape!!! So good to laugh at it all (as I spend quite a bit of time worrying!) xxxxxx
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Claire De Lune Apr 27

Ditch the fear. Fear is perpetuated as a control mechanism because it stops you thinking

clearly. The Bible tells us not to fear around 365 times (once for each day of the year).
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Elaine Russky Random Thoughts Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

"Whole of Government" = blame-shifting
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Dustin Roberts Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Wow I never listened to these OWS press conferences before. @$$wholes of government if you

ask me 

😁😂😆😹🤣
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Dustin Roberts Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Yes, I LOVE a good playlist! So here is one for YOU! I take my music playlists quite seriously and

here are some songs that capture the essences of the times. Enjoy!

https://8tracks.com/elciscokid/for-sasha-latypova
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Ron Scholefield Ron Scholefield Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Outstanding. Thank you for this, Sasha. And I like your watercolor, too (even with the blue color

cast).
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Rich Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Sasha, you break the cuteness barrier, while using a lethal sword of truth exposing the circus

clowns, the pawns, the disposable throw away vermin, the role players in this shit show called

watch the criminal entity called government commit genocide with moronic plots, and subplots

that the steeple lap up like ice cream. While their self proclaimed savior the orange haired Donald,

who is as dumb as a bag of hammers, proclaims I saved the world, with this vaccine and

lockdowns. Right on cue the sheeple still want this first class stooge to be re selected as the

figure head again. As Bornhoeffer said

‘Stupidity is a more dangerous enemy of the good than malice. One may protest against evil; it

can be exposed and, if need be, prevented by use of force. Evil always carries within itself the

germ of its own subversion in that it leaves behind in human beings at least a sense of unease.

Against stupidity we are defenseless.

Thank you for being the amazing warrior named Sasha.

.
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J. Lincoln Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

An odd dichotomy – hilarious and at the same time, depressing,
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Mark Brody Mark’s Newsletter Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Involving the military appears to be a pretext for establishing martial law, which, when justified

,supersedes Constitutional and State Law, in that the country is facing an existential threat. Of

course, when Chicken Little is deciding what is an existential threat, we tend to have a fairly weak

hold on our Constitutional rights.
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George Chyz Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Thank you for that wonderful question, now I will be able to demonstrate my new propaganda PR

jig, watch the footwork as I talk out of my ass hole of government.
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mew Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Time Line with emphasis on the tricks that were and will be perpetrated up to, during, and after

presidential transition period. Pls see excellent analysis at Political Moonshine:

https://politicalmoonshine.com/2024/04/27/will-devastating-history-repeat-itself-as-biden-

administration-plans-presidential-transition-to-trump-planting-another-bomb-like-in-2017/
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Masaki Fujii Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

To summarize briefly

① The US military has partnered with pharmaceutical companies.

② Also researched at the Walter Reed Army Research Institute within the military.

③ ``Normally, it takes him two to four years to go from concept to phase 1 research.

And even in modern times it can take him 10 years to begin the third stage of research. ”

(Decent so far)

④We have the tools to make predictions, although we are simply changing our stance from

response to prevention. ”

(This is where things get weird)

Mutations in RNA Virus are coincidental = cannot be predicted theoretically, but the military is

saying that it is ``predictable'' and is mentally unstable.

There were people within the affiliated pharmaceutical companies and the military who claimed

so.)

⑤The days of testing vaccines are over, because they can be predicted; let's give them a shot

without conducting clinical trials.

If coincidences were predictable, accidents would disappear from the world. God only knows!

The military is proud to be greater than God!
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JFly Apr 27 · edited Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Well I slogged through the transcript. Can I have that time back? :o

Dr. Michael clearly knew the 4 vaccine candidates were unsafe and absolved himself by deferring

to the FDA and CDC regarding distribution recommendations. It's curious he adds in a folksy

anecdote about receiving a polio vaccine as a child. What was the point of that exactly?

Dr Michael at 20:17

"In other words, now we're past the time when we tested the vaccines or vaccines. We have one

or more that look like that they are safe, effective, and we can make them accessible to the

American people. Then the question of who gets that vaccine is a complex one. Number one,

some of these vaccines are probably going to work better in certain populations than in others.

For example, some of the vaccines that are being put into clinical testing are ones that probably

aren't going to be as safe and people that are very young, very old or have other diseases of the

immune system. I mean, for example, someone who might have lupus or someone who might

have HIV infection. So decisions about how these vaccines get used is really a complex question

that involves safety. This is where the US FDA will have a very strong hand in deciding who gets

those vaccines. And then of course the CDC is responsible at the end of the day for the

deployment of vaccine. I remember as a child getting the oral polio vaccine on the sugar cube

when I was in I think third grade, and that that campaign is being was and would be again, would

be overseen by the Centers for Disease Control because they make federal policy for how

vaccines are implemented."
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Eccentrik Eccentrik’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

as the kids say, that was FIRE
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R PRADA R’s Substack Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Ze mix tape: so fine!!!
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Jayne Doe Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Spun up? hmm, sounds familiar. Arachnoids, what a sticky web they weave.
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Kmari Kmari’s Newsletter Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Do I laugh first or cry?
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Ken MacLean The Bigger Picture Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

The "whole of government" effort goes hand in hand with "stakeholders" in "public-private

partnerships" to "prepare for the next pandemic." These people are dedicated to, paraphrasing

eugyppius, "cooking up ideas in back rooms ... determined to find a means of finally freeing

[American] democracy from the inconvenient opinions of [American] voters."

I think most of them are "vaccine" injured and, as Toby Rogers says, so highly sensitive to the

environment as a result that they see any environmental input (such as free speech, or anything
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environment as a result that they see any environmental input (such as free speech, or anything

that goes against their Narrative) as a threat.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Earlene MtnTime Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Thank you for your perseverance that led to this excellent and hilarious mix tape! I can assure you

I would not last for more than a couple video reviews or a few transcripts…listening to anything

coming out from “the-whole-of-government” or MSM makes me bleed from the ears! So my mix

tape would likely not be funny 

😆

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

David Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM David S. Blackwell RN, BSN, CCM Apr 27

With a 99% recovery rate, why not just get the damn thing, call in sick, build natural immunity, and

be done with it?

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Derek Curtis Apr 27

The "whole of government" should be shot. Though firing squad is too quick and too good for

them.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Claire De Lune Apr 27

🎯
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Trish Chedgzoy Trish’s Substack May 7

THE NUTTERS ARE IN CHARGE OF THE ASYLUM 

😱😱😱
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Thomas Lewis Useless Liberal May 5

.

Petroleum Based Synthetic Injections

Are Not Compatible

With Water Based Human Bodies.

This Is Not Complicated People.

.
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Scare Crow Apr 30 · edited Apr 30

Many currently higher ranking military personnel were promoted during the Obama years, who

made it a priority to promote "Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion" (DEI), regardless of whether or not

an individual was competent.

Want to know who runs this country? It's the people BEHIND Obama, the ones who groomed him

his entire life to become president. Anyone who fell for the "Kenyan goat herder" as having been

his father is truly delusional and needs to have their head examined, but that's how dumb

Americans are. Watch the documentary "Dreams From My Real Father", available here at the

Internet Archive: https://archive.org/details/the-obama-illusion
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Lori M Apr 30

Yes, it probably means "hole of government", like a loop hole...Obama loved to coin words and

phrases with double meanings....the "Green" agenda was all about money.
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Kurt Arner Kurt’s Substack Apr 30

Remember how odd this all seemed at the time? It was a combination of gaslighting, self-

congratulation and self-aggrandisement, with “just a touch” of rehearsal thrown in - gotta make

sure we deliver our talking points!

God, how important the military brass take themselves, as do their underlings. Just like everyone

at the HHS, NIH, FDA, CDC and so on…

But even better is how practically every one of the MDs fell into line, lock-step. And the

Mainstream Media, too. And pretty much all the politicians as well, just to ensure that everyone at

the Card Table knew what the trump suit was. Unisono. No pun intended.

No widespread concerns about overreach, military vs. civilian, federal vs. state, medical-

pharmaceutical vs. ethical…?

How could this have happened?

This was such a dangerous virus, requiring a “Whole of Government” approach in order to defeat

it, after all. But not sooo important that it could somehow cause Mrs. Soandso to postpone her

well-earned retirement after 20-something years of dedication to her nation…
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Thaddeus Robinson Apr 29

Excuse me for being MR, Picky, but that would be a "mix" tape. I know there was a lot of work /

time involved in the creation, but I'd focus on "The whole of government, the whole of

government, the whole of government " from the various voices, eliminating the preamble to each

use of the phrase. You rock, Ma'am!
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R PRADA R’s Substack Apr 27

Theodore Bikel — Kretchma (קרעטשמע)

97K

Reminded me of this but it’s a reach.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jpeach Apr 27

Good points.
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deleted Apr 27 Liked by Sasha Latypova

Comment deleted

Sasha Latypova Apr 27 Author

We have no funding for this research. Everything I and Katherine do as far as reading and

analysis has no funding. My only source of funding is Substack and my own savings.

However, I have to write articles on Substack to get any paid subscriptions (which is fair for

people that subscribe of course), but that takes a lot of time. I am not complaining, just

explaining how this is.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Paul Vonharnish Apr 28 Liked by Sasha Latypova

My apologies. I misread the context entry. You and Katherine Watt have my full support.

I am proud to be a subscriber to both Substacks. Again, my apologies.
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Sasha Latypova Apr 28 Author

no need to apologize! It was a valid question.
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Removed (Banned) Apr 27

Comment removed

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Sasha Latypova Apr 27 Author

I thought you unsubed already, no? I read you heartfelt letter, full of racial slurs and

calling me names... Thanks, it was touching.
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